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Results on first order Ext groups for Hilbert modules over the disk algebra are
used to study certain backward shift invariant operator ranges, namely de Branges
Rovnyak spaces and a more general class called H(W ; B) spaces. Necessary and
sufficient conditions are given for the groups Ext1A(D)(H
2
C , H(W ; B)) to vanish
where H2C is the dual of the vector-valued Hardy module, H
2
C . One condition
involves an extension problem for the Hankel operator with symbol B, 1B , but
viewed as a module map from H2C into H(W ; B). The group Ext
1
A(D)(H
2
C ,
H(W ; B))=(0) precisely when 1B extends to a module map from L2C into
H(W ; B) and this in turn is equivalent to the injectivity of H(W ; B) in the
category of contractive Hilbert A(D)-modules. This result applied to the de
BrangesRovnyak spaces yields a connection between the extension problem for the
Hankel 1B and the operator corona problem.  1997 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
Cohomological techniques are used to study certain backward shift
invariant operator ranges contained in vector-valued Hardy space. These
operator ranges can be viewed as contractive modules over the disk
algebra, A(D), and contain as a proper subclass the de BrangesRovnyak
spaces introduced in [dBR1]. The main problem considered here is that of
determining when these modules are injective in the contractive category of
Hilbert A(D)-modules.
The spaces introduced here, called H(W ; B) spaces, are operator ranges
determined by a positive Toeplitz operator and a vectorial Hankel operator.
Specifically, let D be a separable Hilbert space and let H2D denote the
usual Hardy class of D-valued functions on the the unit circle. Let
W # L(L(D)) be a positive operator-valued function on the unit circle
and let 1B : H2C  H
2
D be a Hankel operator; i.e. 1BSC=S*D 1B where SD
is the unilateral shift on H2D . As a Hilbert space H(W ; B) is the range of
the row operator (T 12W , 1B) equipped with the quotient norm, called the
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range space norm. The space H(W ; B) will be defined in more detail in
Section 2 where it is also shown that H(W ; B) is invariant under the back-
ward shift S* and that the restriction of S* to H(W ; B) is a contraction.
The space H(W ; B) can then be viewed as a contractive module over A(D)
where multiplication by the coordinate function z corresponds to the back-
ward shift. In other words, the action of any polynomial p is defined by
p } f=p(S*) f for f in H(W ; B).
The operator RW; B will denote the restriction of the backward shift to
H(W ; B). It is convenient to use the notation (H(W ; B), RW; B) when
viewing H(W ; B) as a Hilbert A(D)-module. The module (H(W ; B),
RW; B) is injective in the category of contractive Hilbert A(D)-modules if the
following extension problem always has an affirmative answer. Given a
contraction T on a Hilbert space K and a T-invariant subspace K0 , let
A # L(K0 , H(W ; B)) satisfying AT |K0=RW; BA (=S*A). Does there exist
A # L(K, H(W ; B)) such that A T=RW; BA and A=A |K0? Since the range
of the Hankel operator 1B is contained in H(W ; B), it is easily seen that
1B # L(H2C , H(W ; B)). It follows that if (H(W ; B), RW; B) is injective in
the contractive category then 1B extends to an operator A # L(L2C ,
H(W ; B)) where A intertwines the unilateral shift on L2C and the backward
shift on H(W ; B). One of the main results in this paper, Theorem 2.2, is
the converse of this statement.
A primary tool used in the proof of Theorem 2.2 is the result that
coisometric modules are injective in the contractive category, [CCFW].
The converse of this is true and a simple proof of this characterization of
coisometries is given in Theorem 1.6. Section 1 contains several results on
Ext1A(D) groups which provide various homological characterizations for
isometries. The terminology and ideas of Section 1 will be used throughout
Sections 2 and 3. Section 3 is devoted to the study of the module structure
of the de BrangesRovnyak space, H(B), where B is a contractive function
in H(L(C, D)). Since these spaces are H(W ; B) spaces, in fact H(B)=
H(I&BB*; B), the extension problem in Section 2 applies. In this case the
Hankel operator 1B extends to L2C if and only if the characteristic func-
tion of the adjoint of the backward shift on H(B) is left invertible,
Corollary 3.7.
Certain refinements of results in [BK] were needed to prove Corollary 3.7
and are also given in Section 3. In particular, a detailed description of the
range space of the square root of a positive Toeplitz operator, Theorem 3.2,
is used to show that as modules, H(B) is unitarily equivalent to the de
BrangesRovnyak space H(3) where 3 is the characteristic function of the
backward shift on H(B). By a result of Treil’s [T] this shows, in par-
ticular, that every de BrangesRovnyak space is unitarily equivalent to one
determined by an extreme point of the unit ball of operator-valued H.
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0.1. Definitions and Notation
Throughout all Hilbert spaces are assumed to be separable. For Hilbert
spaces C and D, L(L(C, D)) is the space of weakly measurable
L(C, D)-valued functions on the unit circle, T, for which &F&#
sup|‘|=1 &F(‘)&<. H(C, D) is the space of bounded analytic L(C,D)-
valued functions on the disk, D, which can be identified as a subspace of
L(L(C, D)) via strong radial limits. The space L2C is the Hilbert space of
weakly measurable square-integrable C-valued functions on T with norm
& f &2=(12?) 2?0 & f (‘)&
2
C d‘ and H
2
C is the usual Hardy space consisting of
those functions in L2C whose negative Fourier coefficients vanish. The space
H2C can be identified with the space of analytic C-valued functions on D
with square summable Taylor coefficients. The notation P(D) is used to
denote the space of scalar-valued polynomials equipped with the sup norm,
& p&=sup|z|1 | p(z)|.
1. Ext1A(D)
1.1. Homological Preliminaries
Recall that an operator T on a Hilbert space H is polynomially bounded
if there exists a constant C>0 such that &p(T )&C &p& for all p # P(D).
If T # L(H) is polynomially bounded then there is a natural module action
of P(D) on H given by p } h=p(T)h. Since the polynomials are uniformly
dense in A(D), the module multiplication extends to a bounded bilinear
map from A(D)_H into H which makes H into a Hilbert A(D)-module
denoted by (H, T ). Note that every Hilbert A(D)-module arises in this
fashion.
If H and K are Hilbert A(D)-modules then the group Ext1A(D)(K, H) can
be defined in the Yoneda fashion by using short exact sequences beginning
in H and ending in K. It was shown in [F2] that every short exact
sequence is equivalent to one determined by a single operator in L(K, H)
and consequently, Ext1A(D)(K, H) can be realized as a quotient of operators
from K into H. For a proof of the following result the reader is referred to [F2].
Proposition 1.1. Let (H, S) and (K, T ) be Hilbert A(D)-modules. Then
the group Ext1A(D)(K, H) is isomorphic to the vector space of operators
X # L(K, H) for which the operator matrix ( S0
X
T ) is polynomially bounded
on HK modulo the vector subspace [SY&YT | Y # L(K, H)].
With this characterization, it is easy to verify that Ext1A(D) is invariant
under similarity. In other words, if (H, S) is a Hilbert A(D)-module, R is
an invertible operator defined on H and S1=RSR&1 # L(H1) then
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Ext1A(D)(K, H)$Ext
1
A(D)(K, H1) for all Hilbert A(D)-modules K. The nota-
tion H will be used to denote the dual module, (H, S*). Note that the
adjoint map V : Ext1A(D)(K, H)  Ext
1
A(D)(H , K ) defined on equivalence
classes of operators by V[X]=[X*] is a vector space isomorphism.
A submodule of (H, S) is a closed S-invariant subspace of H. The
absence of generality in this definition is made up by the similarity
invariance of Ext1A(D) . If H0 is a submodule of H then the quotient module
HH0 can be identified with the Hilbert space H1=H  H0 where multi-
plication by z is determined by the compression PH1S |H1 . Note that every
quotient of H can be identified as a semi-invariant subspace of this form.
An A(D)-module map is just an intertwining operator; HomA(D)(K, H)=
[A # L(K, H) | AT=SA]. The module K is said to be projective if for every
quotient H1=HH0 and every operator A # HomA(D)(K, H1) there exists an
operator A # HomA(D)(K, H) such that A=PH1A . The module K is injective
if for every submodule H0H and every operator A # HomA(D)(H0 , K)
there exists an operator A # HomA(D)(H, K) such that A=A |H0 . By either
direct computation or the standard homological argument it is easily
verified that K is projective if and only if Ext1A(D)(K, H)=(0) for all Hilbert
A(D)-modules H. Hence, K is projective if and only if K is injective.
The module (H, S) is called unitary, isometric or contractive if S is
similar to a unitary, isometry or contraction, respectively. Recent results of
Pisier’s [Pi] show that the category of contractive Hilbert A(D)-modules
is strictly smaller than the full category of Hilbert A(D)-modules. The
definitions of projectivity and injectivity in the contractive category are the
same as those given above with the exception that arbitrary Hilbert A(D)-
modules are replaced with contractive ones.
The space L2C with the bilateral shift U defined by Uf (e
i%)=ei%f (ei%)
is a unitary Hilbert A(D)-module and H2C with the unilateral shift SC
is an isometric submodule of L2C . By Page’s theorem [P], the space
HomA(D)(H
2
C , H
2
D
=) (=Hankel operators) can be identified as those
operators of the form Af=P=8f where 8 # L(L(C, D)). In other words,
every Hankel operator from H2C into H
2
D
= lifts to L2D . The map which
sends f # H2C to ‘ f (‘ ) # H
2
C
= is a unitary which intertwines S* and
the compression of the bilateral shift to H2C
=. Hence the module H2C
=
can be (and will be in Section 2) identified with H2C . An operator
A # HomA(D) (H
2
C , H
2
D) is also called a Hankel operator and by Page’s
theorem, Af=P+(9(‘) ‘ f (‘ )) where 9 # L(L(C, D)). In other words,
every Hankel operator extends to L2D .
1.2. Some Results
The only Hilbert A(D)-modules which are known to be projective in the
full category are the unitary ones, [CCFW]. One consequence of this is the
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following characterization of certain Ext1A(D) groups which will be used
frequently in the sequel. The proof will be omitted since the result can be
deduced using the long exact sequence constructed in [CC]. The long
exact sequence constructed by Carlson and Clark stops after the first order
groups but a characterization of the second order groups given in the dis-
sertation of the author can be used to extend it, see [F1]. It should be
pointed out that the reason one does not necessarily have a long exact
sequence in this category is that it is unknown if there are enough projec-
tives to define Ext1A(D) for Hilbert A(D)-modules as the derived functor of
HomA(D) .
Proposition 1.2. Let H0 be a submodule of a unitary Hilbert A(D)-
module H and let H1=HH0 . Let K be any Hilbert A(D)-module.
(1) The group Ext1A(D)(K, H0) is isomorphic to the space HomA(D)(K, H1 )
modulo those operators A for which there exists A # HomA(D)(K, H) such that
A=PH1 A .
(2) The group Ext1A(D)(H1 , K) is isomorphic to the space HomA(D)(H0 , K)
modulo those operators A for which there exists A # HomA(D)(H, K) such that
A=A |H0 .
The next theorem is really a corollary of two results: the lifting theorem
for vectorial Hankel operators [P] and the result that unitary Hilbert
A(D)-modules are projective [CCFW]. Theorem 1.3 implies and is implied
by versions of well known lifting results in the area. For example, a proof
of the commutant lifting theorem [SzNF1] (minus the statement on
norms) can be based essentially on Theorem 1.3. Alternatively, a proof
based on Theorem 1.3 that isometric modules are projective in the cate-
gory of contractive Hilbert A(D)-modules [CCFW] is given below in
Theorem 1.6.
Theorem 1.3. If H and K are isometric Hilbert A(D)-modules then
Ext1A(D)(K, H)=(0).
Proof. If (K, T) is an isometric Hilbert A(D)-module, then by the Wold
decomposition for the isometry T, K is isomorphic to the module direct
sum of a unitary Hilbert A(D)-module Ku and H2C where C is a separ-
able Hilbert space. It is easy to see directly using Proposition 1.1 that
Ext1A(D)(K, H)$Ext
1
A(D)(Ku , H)Ext
1
A(D)(H
2
C , H) for any Hilbert A(D)-
module, H. Since unitary Hilbert A(D)-modules are projective [CCFW],
Ext1A(D)(Ku , H)=(0) and thus Ext
1
A(D)(K, H)$Ext
1
A(D)(H
2
C , H). It follows
that if (H, S) is also isometric then Ext1A(D)(K, H)$Ext1A(D)(H2C , H2D)
where H2D corresponds to the shift part of S. By Proposition 1.2,
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Ext1A(D)(H
2
C , H
2
D) is isomorphic to HomA(D)(H
2
C , H
2
D
=) (=Hankel operators)
modulo those operators which lift to L2D . Hence, Ext
1
A(D)(H
2
C , H
2
D)=(0) by
Page’s theorem [P]. K
Proposition 1.4. Let (H, S) be an isometric Hilbert A(D)-module and
let H0 be a closed S-invariant subspace of H. Let H1=H  H0 and S1=
PH1 S |H1 . The following are equivalent.
(1) S1 is similar to an isometry.
(2) Ext1A(D)(H1 , H0)=(0).
Proof. If (1) holds then by Theorem 1.3, Ext1A(D)(H1 , K)=(0) for all
isometric Hilbert A(D)-modules K. In particular, this holds for the
isometric submodule H0 . To see that (2) implies (1), note that with respect
to the othogonal decomposition H=H0H1 , S has the form S=( S00
E
S1
)
where S0=S |H0 . Since S is polynomially bounded, the operator E deter-
mines an element in Ext1A(D)(H1 , H0). If Ext
1
A(D)(H1 , H0)=(0) then E=
S0 X&XS1 for some bounded operator X. It follows that S is similar to
S0 S1 . In fact the operator X =( I0
X
I ) is invertible and X S=(S0S1)X .
Let & }&1 be the Hilbert space norm on H defined by &h&1=&X &1h&. Note
that & }&1 is equivalent to the norm on H and S0 S1 acts isometrically
with respect to & }&1 . Hence, & }&1 when restricted to H1 defines an equiv-
alent Hilbert space norm on H1 for which S1 acts isometrically. It follows
that S1 is similar to an isometry. K
As an application of this result let T be a contraction on a Hilbert
space K with characteristic function 3T # H(L(C, D)). Recall that the
Sz.-Nagy-Foias model space K(3T ) for the contractive module (K, T) can
be identified with a quotient of the form JH2C where J=H
2
C 2TL2C ,
2T=I&3*T3T and 2TL2C is the closure in L
2
C of the range of multiplication
by the function 2T , cf. [SzNF1]. By Proposition 1.4, T is similar to an
isometry if and only if Ext1A(D)(K(3T ), H
2
C)=(0). This was proved in [CC]
for the case dim C<.
Another criterion for T to be similar to an isometry is that 3T is left
invertible, [SzNF2]. In other words, there exists 0 # H(L(D, C)) such
that 0(z) 3T (z)=IC for all z # D. Note that if an analytic operator-valued
function 3 is left invertible then necessarily 3(‘)* 3(‘)*2I a.e. on T. This
is clearly not sufficient for left invertibility since any inner function, i.e.,
3(‘) is isometric a.e., satisfies this. The following corollary is the homologi-
cal criterion for an operator-valued function which is uniformly bounded
below on T to be left invertible. The equivalence of conditions (1) and (2)
was originally due to [SzNF2].
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Corollary 1.5. Let 3 # H(L(C, D)) such that 3*(‘) 3(‘)*2IC
a.e. on T. Let H(3)=H 2D  3H
2
C and S(3)=PH(3)SD |H(3) . The following
are equivalent.
(1) S(3) is similar to an isometry.
(2) There exists 0 # H (L(D, C)) such that 03=I.
(3) Ext1A(D)(H(3), H
2
C)=(0).
Proof. By assumption the range of multiplication by 3 is closed and
invariant under SD . Moreover, the Toeplitz operator T3 viewed as a
module map from H2C onto 3H
2
C is invertible with inverse T
&1
3 #
HomA(D)(3H
2
C , H
2
C). Hence, the submodule 3H
2
C is similar to H
2
C . The
equivalence of (1) and (3) now follows from Proposition 1.4 together with
the similarity invariance of Ext1A(D) . To show that (2) and (3) are equiv-
alent note that by Proposition 1.2, Ext1A(D)(H(3), H
2
C) is isomorphic to
HomA(D)(3H
2
C , H
2
C) modulo those operators which extend to an operator
in HomA(D)(H
2
D , H
2
C)$H
(L(D, C)). It is clear that by composing with
T &13 , every operator in HomA(D)(3H
2
C , H
2
C) extends to an analytic
Toeplitz operator if and only if T &13 does. Hence, Ext
1
A(D)(H(3), H
2
C)=(0)
if and only if there exists 0 # H(L(D, C)) such that T &13 is the restriction
of T 0 to 3H2C . K
It was shown in [CCFW] that isometric modules are projective in the
category of contractive Hilbert A(D)-modules. The following theorem
shows that the converse is true. In other words, the only projective Hilbert
A(D)-modules in the contractive category are the isometric ones. The proof
given here of the implication (1) O (2) is based on Theorem 1.3.
Theorem 1.6 [CCFW]. Let (K, T ) be a contractive Hilbert A(D)-module.
The following are equivalent.
(1) T is similar to an isometry.
(2) K is projective in the category of contractive Hilbert A(D)-modules.
Proof. Suppose that (1) holds. It will first be established that if (H1 , S1)
is a quotient of an isometric module H then every operator in
HomA(D)(K, H1) has a lifting to HomA(D)(K, H). The general case follows
easily from this. Indeed, if H is a contractive module with minimal
isometric dilation H and H1 is a quotient of H then H1 is a quotient of H .
So if A # HomA(D)(K, H1) has a lifting A # HomA(D)(K, H ) then A =PH A #
HomA(D)(K, H) and A=PH1A .
If H is isometric then H1 can be identified as a semi-invariant subspace
of the form H  H0 where H0 is an isometric submodule of H. In other
words, it may be assumed that multiplication by z on H is a contraction
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of the form S=( S00
E
S1
). By von Neumann’s inequality, &p(S)&&p& for
all p # P(D). So the map on P(D) defined by $( p)=PH0 p(S) |H1 is contrac-
tive. Let A # HomA(D)(K, H1) and let SA be the 2_2 operator matrix on
H0 K defined by SA=( S00
EA
T ). Note that the (1, 2) corner of p(SA) is
equal to $( p)A and thus, &$( p)A&&A& &p& for all p # P(D). Since both
S0 and T are polynomially bounded it follows that SA is polynomially
bounded. Hence, the operator EA determines an element in Ext1A(D)(K, H0)
which is trivial by Theorem 1.3 since both modules are isometric. By
Proposition 1.1, there exists X # L(K, H0) such that EA=S0X&XT. It
follows that A =( &XA ) # L(K, H ) is in HomA(D)(K, H) and hence, A lifts
to H.
To show (2) implies (1), let K be the minimal isometric dilation of K. As
a Hilbert A(D)-module, K can be identified with the Hilbert space H2CK
where C is a Hilbert space of dimension equal to the dimension of the
closure of Ran(I&T*T)12. Furthermore, H2C is a submodule of K and K=
K  H2C , cf. [SzNF1]. By Proposition 1.2, the group ExtA(D)(K, H
2
C) is
isomorphic to HomA(D)(K, H
2
C
=) modulo those operators which lift to L2C .
Since L2C is contractive, if (2) holds then every A # HomA(D)(K, H
2
C
=) has
a lifting A # HomA(D)(K, L
2
C). Thus, Ext
1
A(D)(K, H
2
C)=(0). It follows by
Proposition 1.4 that T is similar to an isometry. K
2. H(W ; B) SPACES
Recall that the range space of an operator A # L(H, K), denoted by
R(A), is defined to be the range of A equipped with the Hilbert space norm
&Ah&R(A)=&Ph& where P is the orthogonal projection onto the orthogonal
complement of Ker(A). The inner product in R(A) is given by (Ah, Ag) R(A)
=(Ph, g). Note that &Ah&R(A)&h& for all h # H and the inclusion of
R(A) into K is bounded with norm equal to &A&.
If T # L(K) leaves the range of A invariant then the operator T0=
T |R(A) is bounded in the range space norm. Indeed, if the range of TA is
contained in the range of A then by Douglas’ factorization theorem, there
exists an operator X # L(H, K) such that TA=AX. It follows that T0 is
unitarily equivalent to the compression of X to the orthogonal complement
of Ker(A). The following lemma will be used frequently in the sequel.
Lemma 2.1. Let T be an operator which leaves the range of an operator
A invariant and suppose that T0=T | R(A) is a contraction.
(1) T0 is a coisometry if and only if TAA*T*=AA*.
(2) T0 is similar to a coisometry if and only if there exists *>0 such
that T NAA*T*N*2AA* for all N0.
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Proof. Vectors of the form AA*k are dense in R(A) hence, T0* is
isometric if and only if &T0*AA*k&R(A)=&AA*k&R(A) for all k # K. Using
the inner product in the range space it is easy to see that T0*AA*k=
AA*T*k for all k # K. Since, &AA*k&R(A)=&A*k&, T0* is an isometry if
and only if TAA*T*=AA*. To see (2) recall that an operator S is similar
to an isometry if and only if there exist constants C0 , C10 such that
C0 & f &&SNf &C1 & f & for all f and N0, cf. [SzN]. Since T0 is a con-
traction, T0* is similar to an isometry if and only if there is a constant *0
such that &T0*NAA*k&R(A)* &AA*k&R(A) for all N0 and for all k # K.
Statement (2) now follows as in the proof of (1). K
To define the H(W ; B) spaces, let B(z)=n=0 Bnz
n be an analytic
L(C, D)-valued function on the unit disk for which the Hankel operator
1B f=P+(B(‘) ‘ f (‘ )) defines a bounded operator from H2C into H
2
D . Let
W # L(L(D)) such that W(‘)0 a.e. on T. The space H(W ; B) is
defined to be the range space of the operator (T 12W , 1B): H
2
DH
2
C  H
2
D
where (T 12W , 1B)(
f
g)=T
12
W f+1Bg. It is easy to see that H(W ; B) is
invariant under S*D and that the backward shift acts contractively on
H(W ; B). Indeed, S*D(TW+1B1*B)SD=TW+1BSC S*C 1*BTW+1B1*B
hence, by Douglas’ factorization theorem, RW; B=S*D | H(W; B) is a contrac-
tion in the H(W ; B) norm.
Examples of H(W ; B) spaces are the de BrangesRovnyak spaces. Recall
that if B is a contractive function in H(L(C, D)) then the de Branges
Rovnyak space determined B is the range space of the operator (I&TBT*B)
12,
[dBR1]. It is easy to verify the factorization I&TBT*B=I&TBB*+1B1*B .
Since &B&1, the function I&BB* # L(L(D)) is positive and the
operator I&TBB* is just the Toeplitz operator with symbol I&BB*. It
follows, by Douglas’ factorization theorem, that H(B)=H(I&BB*; B)
and the norms are the same.
2.1. The Extension Problem
Since 1B1*BTW+1B1*B , the Hankel operator 1B is a contractive
module map from H2C into H(W ; B). The extension problem is to find
necessary and sufficient conditions for 1B to extend to a module map on L2C ;
in other words, to determine when there is an operator in HomA(D)(L
2
C ,
H(W ; B)) which when restricted to H2C is equal to 1B . A sufficient condition
is that H(W ; B) is injective in the category of contractive Hilbert A(D)-
modules. It turns out, by Theorem 1.6, that this condition is also necessary.
Theorem 2.2. Let H(W; B) be the range space of the operator (T 12W , 1B):
H 2D H
2
C  H
2
D . The following are equivalent.
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(1) The Hankel operator 1B extends to an operator in HomA(D)(L
2
C ,
H(W ; B)).
(2) Ext1A(D)(H
2
C , H(W ; B))=(0).
(3) There exists X # L(H 2C , H
2
D) such that 1B=T
12
W X.
(4) H(W ; B)=R(T 12W ).
(5) RW; B is similar to a coisometry.
(6) &1B&H 2C  H(W ; B)<1.
Before proving the theorem some observations are in order. Using
the identification H2C$H
2
C
= together with Proposition 1.2, the group
Ext1A(D)(H
2
C , H(W ; B)) is isomorphic to a quotient of HomA(D)(H
2
C ,
H(W ; B)) which is just the space of Hankel operators 1G : H2C  H
2
D with
R(1G)H(W ; B). The Hankel operator 1G is equivalent to zero if and
only if 1G extends to a module map on L2C . It is easy to see that such an
extension exists if and only if there exists a function 8 # L(L(C, D))
satisfying 1G=18 and R(T8)H(W ; B).
In the proof of Theorem 2.2 it will be convenient to identify H(W ; B)
as a quotient of a contractive module. By Lemma 2.1, the backward shift
on R(T 12W ) is a coisometry and so by Douglas’ factorization theorem
there exists a contraction V # L(H2D) such that S*D T
12
W =T
12
W V. Hence,
S*D(T 12W , 1B)=(T
12
W , 1B)(VSC). It follows that RW; B , is unitarily equiv-
alent to the compression of VSC to the orthogonal complement of the
kernel of the operator (T 12W , 1B). Consequently, if H
2
D(V) denotes the
contractive module (H2D , V) then H(W ; B) is a quotient of the module
direct sum H2D(V)H
2
C .
Proof (of Theorem 2.2.) (1) O (2): By Theorem 1.6, H2C is projective in
the contractive category. Thus, if 1G : H2C  H(W ; B) is a Hankel operator
then 1G lifts to H2D(V)H
2
C . In other words, there exists X # HomA(D)(H
2
C ,
H2D(V)) and F # H
(L(C )) such that 1G=T 12W X+1BTF . It follows that
T 12W X is a Hankel operator whose range is contained in R(T
12
W ). Since the
backward shift on R(T 12W ) is a coisometry, R(T
12
W ) is injective in in the
contractive category, Theorem 1.6. It follows that the Hankel operator
T 12W X extends to L
2
C . By the observation above, there exists 9 #
L(L(C, D)) such that T 12W X=19 and R(T9)R(T
12
W ). By assumption
there exists 8 # L(L(C, D)) such that 1B=18 and R(T8)H(W ; B).
Hence, 1G=19+18TF and the operator on the right is the Hankel
operator with symbol 9+8F. Since T8F=T8TF , R(T8F)H(W ; B). It
follows that 1G extends to L2C .
(2) O (3): Let MH2DH2C denote the kernel of the operator
(T 12W , 1B). Note that M is invariant under VSC and hence, M is
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a submodule of H2D(V)H
2
C . Moreover, the quotient module M
= is iso-
morphic to H(W ; B). Let J be the inclusion of H2C into the second
component of H2D(V)H
2
C . Then PM = J # HomA(D)(H
2
C , M
=). By assump-
tion, Ext1A(D)(H
2
C , M
=)$Ext1A(D)(H
2
C , H(W ; B))=(0). It follows, by
Proposition 1.2, that there exists A # HomA(D)(L
2
C , M
=) such that
PM = J=A | H2C . Since L
2
C is unitary, L
2
C is projective, so there exists
A # HomA(D)(L
2
C , H
2
D(V)H
2
C) such that A=PM =A . Let A0=J&A |H 2C .
Then A0 # HomA(D)(H
2
C , H
2
D(V)H
2
C) and PM =A0=0. Hence A0 #
HomA(D)(H
2
C , M). It follows that there exists X # HomA(D)(H
2
C , H
2
D(V))
and F # H(L(C)) such that A0 h=XhTF h for h # H2C and
T 12W X+1BTF=0. (1)
Since J&A0=A | H 2C extends to L
2
C , there exists Y # L(H
2
C , H
2
D H2C) such
that
(J&A0)(I&SCS*C)=(VSC) Y&YS*C . (2)
Let Yf=Y1 fY2 f, f # H2C . Then by (2),
(I&TF )(I&SCS*C)=SC Y2&Y2S*C . (3)
Multiplying equation (3) on the left by SC yields SC Y2SC=Y2 hence,
Y2=0. It follows that TF=I and thus by (1), 1B=&T 12W X.
To see that (3) implies (4) note that as a vector space H(W ; B)=
R(T 12W )+R(1B). If (4) holds then by Douglas’ factorization theorem, the
norm on H(W ; B) is equivalent to the norm on R(T 12W ) and thus the iden-
tity is an invertible operator intertwining RW, B and the backward shift on
R(T 12W ). Since the backward shift on R(T
12
W ) is a coisometry, (5) follows
from (4). By Theorem 1.3, (5) implies (2). To complete the proof it suffices
to show that (5) and (6) are equivalent.
(5)  (6): By Lemma 2.1, RW, B is similar to a coisometry if and only
if there exists *>0 such that S*N(TW+1B1*B) S
N*2(TW+1B1*B). Note
that since RW, B is a contraction, *<1. Now S*N(TW+1B1*B) S
N=
TW+1B1*B&1BPN1*B where PN : H
2
C  H
2
C is the projection onto the
C-valued polynomials of degree less than or equal to N. Hence, RW, B is
similar to a coisometry if and only if there exists 0<=<1 such that
1BPN1*B=
2(TW+1B1*B) for all N0. By Douglas’ factorization
theorem, this last inequality holds if and only if &1B p&H(W ; B)= &p& for
all C-valued polynomials p. K
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3. DE BRANGESROVNYAK SPACES
de BrangesRovnyak spaces were introduced in [dBR1] and [dBR2]
and have since been studied extensively by many people including Ball and
Kriete in [BK] and Sarason in [S1] and [S2]. These spaces not only
provide interesting examples of backward shift invariant operator ranges
but are also the model spaces for the class of contractions with no isometric
restriction [dBR1]. In other words, de BrangeRovnyak spaces play a role
analogous to the Sz.-Nagy-Foias model for a completely nonunitary contrac-
tion. The paper [BK] provides an excellent account of the relationship
between the two models and is one of the primary references used here. See
also the book [S2] for an indepth study of the scalar-valued de Branges
Rovnyak spaces.
3.1. Structural Results
Let C and D be separable Hilbert spaces and let B # H(L(C, D)) with
&B&1. Then the Toeplitz operator TB : H2C  H2D is a contraction and
so the operator I&TBT*B is positive on H
2
D . The de BrangesRovnyak
space with symbol B, denoted by H(B), is the range space of the operator
(I&TBT*B)
12. It is well known, c.f. [dBR1] and [dBR2], that H(B) is
invariant under S*D and the restriction of S*D to H(B), denoted throughout
by RB , is a contraction on H(B). A space used by de Branges and Rovnyak
in the study of H(B) is the overlapping space, H(B )=R((I&T*BTB)
12).
Since S*C(I&T*BTB) SC=I&T*BTB , by Lemma 2.1, H(B ) is invariant
under the backward shift and the restriction of S*C to H(B ), denoted
throughout by RB , is a coisometry.
The following lemma from [S2] when applied to the operator TB gives
a description of the functions in H(B) plus a formula for the H(B) norm.
This result will be used frequently in the sequel. For a proof the reader is
referred to [S2].
Lemma 3.1. Let H and K be Hilbert spaces and let A # L(H, K ),
&A&1. Let H(A)=R((I&AA*)12). Then a vector h # H is in H(A) if
and only if A*h # H(A*)=R((I&A*A)12). In this case, &h&2H(A)=&h&
2+
&A*h&2H(A*) .
Lemma 3.1 applied to the operator A=TB characterizes H(B) as the
space of functions f # H2D such that TB*f # H(B) with norm given by,
& f &2H(B)=& f &
2+&T*B f &
2
H(B ) . Since S*CT*B=T*BS*D , it follows that the
restriction of T*B to H(B) is a contractive module map from H(B)
into H(B ). In fact for f # H(B) and N0, &RNB f &
2
H(B)=&S*
Nf &2+
&RNB T*B f &2H(B ) . Thus, RNB  0 strongly if RNB  0 strongly. It turns out that
the converse of this is true.
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Before proving this a structural result for the module H(B ) is given
below using a canonical factorization, originally due to Sz.-Nagy and
Foias, of the positive weight W=I&B*B. This is the approach in [BK]
where the factorization is used to first identify the characteristic function
for the contraction R*B and then deduce, among other things, necessary and
sufficient conditions for RNB  0 strongly. What is not so well known is that
this factorization determines an orthogonal decomposition of H(B ) corre-
sponding to the Wold decomposition of the isometry R*B . Although the
factorization result is well known, c.f. [SzNF1] or [AFMcP], the more
detailed version given here warrants a proof.
Theorem 3.2. Let W # L(L(C)) such that W(‘)0 a.e. on T. Let RW
denote the restriction of S*C to R(T
12
W ). Then there exists an outer function
A # H(L(C, C
*
)) where C
*
is a Hilbert space of dimension equal to the
dimension of Ker(RW ) satisfying the following conditions.
(1) 9=W&A*A0 a.e. on T.
(2) R(T*A) is the closure in R(T
12
W ) of the polynomials contained in
R(T 12W ). Moreover, f # R(T*A) if and only if R
N
W f  0 as N  .
(3) R(T 129 )=R(T
12
W )  R(T*A) and R(T
12
9 ) is invariant under RW .
Furthermore, the restriction of RW to R(T 129 ) is a unitary operator.
Proof. If Ker(RW )=(0) then RW is a unitary operator and hence the
function A=0 satisfies the three conditions. Suppose that Ker(RW){(0)
and let H0 be the closure in R(T 12W ) of the vector-valued polynomials
contained in R(T 12W ). It is clear that H0 is invariant under RW . To see that
H0 reduces RW note that I&R*W RW is the projection onto the constant
functions contained in R(T 12W ). If f # H
=
0 then ( f, (I&R*WRW) p)=0 for
all polynomials p contained in R(T 12W ). Hence, (RW f, RWp)=0 for all
polynomials p # R(T 12W ). It follows that RW H0
=H0=.
Since RNW  0 strongly on H0 , RW | H0 is unitarily equivalent to the back-
ward shift of multiplicity equal to the dimension of Ker(RW). So there
exists an outer function A # H(L(C, C
*
)) where dim C
*
=dim Ker(RW)
such that H0 is isometrically equal to R(T*A). Since R(T*A)R(T 12W )
contractively, 9=W&A*A0. Note that the factorization W=A*A+9
implies that R(T 12W )=R(T*A)+R(T
12
9 ). Thus to show (3) it suffices to
show that R(T 129 )=R(T*A). By definition of the inner product in range
spaces, (TW f, g) R(TW12 )=( f, g) for all f # H
2
C and for all g # R(T
12
W ).
Hence, (T9 h, T*A f ) R(T W12)=(TWh, T*A f ) R(T W12)&(T*ATA h, T*A f )R(T W12)
=(h, T*A f )&(T*A TAh, T*A f ) R(T*A)=(h, T*A f ) &(TA h, f ) =0. Since
the only constant function in R(T 129 )=H
=
0 is the zero function, the back-
ward shift acts as a unitary on R(T 129 ). K
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Remarks 3.3. To clarify the connection between Theorem 3.2 and the
factorization results in [SzNF1] and in [AFMcP] let W=A*A+9 where
A is any function satisfying conditions (1)(3) above. Then the positive
function 9 is completely non-factorable. In other words, if C is an analytic
function satisfying C*C9 then C=0. This follows since C*C9
implies that R(T*C)R(T 129 ). If C{0 then R(T*C) contains a nonzero
constant function contradicting the fact that the backward shift on R(T 129 )
has no kernel. Furthermore, the function A is maximal in the sense that if
F is analytic and F*FW then F*FA*A. To see this note that F*F
W implies that R(T*F)R(T 12W ) contractively and hence for all h,
&S*NT*Fh&R(T W12)&S*
NT*F h&R(T F*)&S*
Nh&  0. By condition (2), R(T*F)
must be contained (contractively) in R(T*A). Thus F*FA*A. It follows
that A is unique up to left inner factor. In other words, if W&F*F is
positive and completely non-factorable then R(T*F)=R(T*A).
Let I&B*B=A*A+9 with 9 completely non-factorable. The nota-
tion I&B*B=A*A9 will be used in the sequel to emphasize that
R((I&TBB*)12)=R(T*A)R(T 129 ). It was shown in [BK] that the
module H(B) is unitarily equivalent to the Sz.-Nagy-Foias model space
K(3) where 3=( BA). As a corollary, Ball and Kriete proved that R
N
B  0
strongly if and only if 9=0; in other words, by Theorem 3.2, if and only
if RNB  0 strongly. The corollary below shows that this condition is
equivalent to a certain factorization of the Hankel operator, T*B1B . It
should be pointed out that the proof of the next result is based solely on
Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.1. The equivalence of (1) and (2) was originally
due to Sarason [S1] for the scalar case and Ball and Kriete [BK] for
vector-valued H(B) spaces.
Corollary 3.4. Let I&B*B=A*A9. The following are equivalent.
(1) 9=0.
(2) RNB  0 strongly.
(3) RNB  0 strongly.
(4) R(T*B1B)R(T*A).
(5) There exists a Hankel operator 1G # HomA(D)(H
2
C , H
2
C
*
) such that
T*B1B=T*A1G .
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (3) follows from Theorem 3.2. As
pointed out above, the formula for the norm in H(B) from Lemma 3.1
yields the implication (3) O (2). Moreover, by Theorem 3.2, if RNB f  0
then T*B f # R(T*A). Hence (2) implies (4) since R(1B)H(B). Now if
T*B1B=T*AX for some bounded operator X then since S*T*B1B=
T*B1BS and T*A is 1-1, X must be a Hankel operator. It follows by
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Douglas’ factorization theorem that (4) and (5) are equivalent. To see
that (4) implies (1) note that for all c # C, T*B1Bc=T*BS*Bc=
&S*(c&T*BBc)=&S*(I&T*BTB)c. Consequently, if (4) holds then
&RB N+1(I&T*BTB)c&H(B )  0 for all c # C. But &RB N+1(I&T*BTB)c&2H(B )=
&S*N+1T*A TAc&2R(TA*)+&S*
N+1T9c&2R(T912)=&S*
N+1TAc&2+&T9c&2R(T912) .
It follows that T9 c=0 for all c # C. Since T9=S*T9S, &T 129 S
Nc&=
&T 129 c&=0 for all N and for all c # C. Hence 9=0. K
In [T] Treil characterized the extreme points of the unit ball of
H(L(C, D)) as those functions B for which I&B*B is completely non-
factorable or I&B *B is completely non-factorable where B (‘)=B(‘ )*. In
other words, by Theorem 3.2, B is nonextreme if and only if H(B ) contains
a nonzero constant function and H(B ) contains a nonzero constant func-
tion. For functions B satisying I&B*B=A*A9 with A{0, the function
3=( BA) is extreme and the following corollary says that the module H(B)
is unitarily equivalent to the de BrangesRovnyak space H(3).
Corollary 3.5. Let I&B*B=A*A9 where A # H(C, C
*
) is a
nonzero outer function. Let 3=( BA) # H
(L(C, DC
*
)). Then P1 : H 2D 
H 2C
*
 H 2D defined by P1( f, g)=f maps H(3) isometrically onto H(B).
Consequently, R3 and RB are unitarily equivalent.
The two essential ingredients in the proof of Corollary 3.5 are Theorem 3.2
and the following lemma on range space norms.
Lemma 3.6. Let A # L(H, H0) and let B # L(H0 , K). Let B0 denote
the restriction of B to R(A). Then B0 # L(R(A), K) and for all h in H,
&BAh&R(BA)=&B0Ah&R(B0) .
Proof. Since the inclusion of R(A) into H0 is bounded, B0 is bounded
on R(A). If h # H then there exists g # (Ker BA)=(Ker A)= such that
BAh = BAg. Hence &B0Ah&R(B0) = &B0Ag&R(B0)  &Ag&R(A) = &g& =
&BAg&R(BA)=&BAh&R(BA) . To see the reverse inequality, let h # H. Then
there is a g # H such that BAh=BAg and &B0 Ah&R(B0)=&Ag&R(A) . Since
Ker AKer BA, &BAg&R(BA)&Ag&R(A) . Hence, &BAh&R(BA)&B0Ah&R(B0) .
K
Proof (of Corollary 3.5). Note that P1(I&T3T*3) P1*=I&TBT*B . By
Douglas’ factorization theorem H(B)=R(P1(I&T3 T*3)12) and the
norms are the same. By Lemma 3.6, R(P1(I&T3T*3)12)=R(P1 |H(3))
isometrically. Hence to show that P1 | H(3) : H(3)  H(B) is an isometry
it suffices to show that P1 |H(3) is 1-1. By Lemma 3.1 if (0, f ) # H(3)
then T*3(0, f )=T*A f is in H(3 )=R(T 129 ). But R(T*A) & R(T
12
9 )=(0)
and A is outer hence f=0. Since P1R3=RBP1 , R3 and RB are unitarily
equivalent. K
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3.2. The Extension Problem for H(B).
As pointed out in Section 2, if B # H(L(C, D)) is contractive then the
function I&BB* # L(L(D, C)) is positive and H(B)=H(I&BB*; B)
isometrically. Thus, Theorem 2.2 applies to the space H(B). In this case
there is an additional condition one can add to Theorem 2.2.
Let I&B*B=A*A9 be the Toeplitz factorization given by Theorem 3.2.
Then by results in [BK], the module H(B) is unitarily equivalent to the
Sz.-Nagy-Foias model space K(3) where 3=( BA). It is well known that
K(3) is an isometric module if and only if 3 is left invertible, cf. [SzNF2].
Hence, RB is similar to a coisometry if and only if there exists bounded
analytic functions C and D such that CB+DA=1. A simple algebraic
proof of this fact, based on Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 3.5, is given below.
Corollary 3.7. Let I&B*B=A*A9 where A # H(L(C, C
*
)) is a
nonzero outer function. The following are equivalent.
(1) 1B extends to a module map of L2C into H(B).
(2) There exist functions C # H(C
*
, C) and D # H(D, C) such that
CA+DB=IC.
Proof. Suppose that (1) holds. Then there exists 8 # L(L(C, D)) such
that 1B=18 and R(T8)H(B). By Lemma 3.1, R(T*BT8)H(B ). By
Douglas’ factorization theorem there exists bounded operators X and Y
such that T*BT8=T*AX+T 129 Y. Since T*BT8 is Toeplitz, T*A(S*XS&X )
=T 129 Y&S*T
12
9 YS. By assumption R(T*A) & R(T
12
9 )=(0) and A is
outer. Hence, S*XS=X. Let X=T2 where 2 # L(L(C, C*)). Then
T*BT8=T*AT2+T 129 Y. (4)
Now T*B1Bc=T*BS*Bc=T*BS*T8c=S*T*BT8c=T*AS*T2c+S*T 129 Yc.
On the other hand, T*B1Bc=S*T*BBc=&S*(I&T*BTB)c=&S*(T*ATAc
+T9 c)=&S*T*ATAc&S*T9c. Thus, T*A(S*T2c+S*TAc) # R(T 129 ). It
follows that S*T2c=&S*TAc. Hence, there exists C # H(C* , C) such
that
T2=&TA+T*C . (5)
By assumption there exists D # H(L(D, C)) such that
T8=TB&T*D . (6)
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By (4) then T*BTB&T*BT*D=T*BT8=T*A T2+T 129 Y=&T*A TA+T*A T*C
+T 129 Y. It follows that I&T*B T*D&T*A T*C=T
12
9 (Y&T
12
9 ). Hence,
R(I&T*BT*D&T*AT*C)R(T 129 ). Since 9 is completely nonfactorable,
1&DB&CA=0.
To see that (2) implies (1) let 3=( BA). If (2) holds then by Corollary 1.5,
the restriction of the backward shift to 3H2C
==Ker(T*3) is similar to a
coisometry. By Lemma 3.1 applied to the operator T3 , the space Ker(T*3)
consists of all functions f # H(3) for which & f &H(3)=& f &. Thus Ker(T*3)
is a submodule of H(3). Since 3 is left invertible, T*3 maps onto H2. It
follows again by Lemma 3.1 that T*3 maps H(3) onto H(3 ). Indeed, if
f # H(3 ) then since f=T*3g, g must be in H(3). Consequently, R3 is
similar to an operator of the form ( T0
X
R3
) where T is the restriction of the
backward shift to Ker(T*3). Note that R3 is a unitary operator since
H(3 )=R(T 129 ) isometrically and 9 is completely nonfactorable. It
follows that H(3 ) is projective [CCFW] and thus ( T0
X
R3
) is similar to
TR3 which is a coisometry. By Theorem 2.2, (1) must hold. K
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